
 

Master of Civil Engineering Program  

Online lectures are created by the Subject Matter Expert and Instructional Designers 

 Once a course is open to students they are able to view, stream, watch all of the on-line 

lectures and access all of the required readings.  Course material remains accessible 
during the course and throughout the duration that the student is in the program. 

  
 Course assignments are accessible at the beginning of the each week they are 

assigned in the course.  Once assignments are completed and graded, 

submitted assignments and graded assignments remain accessible throughout 

the remainder of the course and duration that the student is enrolled in the 

program. 

Lectures are presented each week and designed to complement your textbook reading 

Expect to be part of online graded discussions related to professional topics 

 

Weekly assignments are typically due by 6 a.m., Eastern Time, on Monday mornings, 

giving the students a full week to work on assignments as weekly lectures and assignments 

start on the preceding Monday.  In addition to weekly assignments, all MCE courses contain 

weekly discussions in which students are expected to participate in during the course of the 

week allowing for/facilitating student discourse during the week.  The Project Management 

Techniques course also contains group assignments where students work in smaller groups 

during the week to prepare and submit a group project assignment at the end of the week, 

i.e., on Monday morning. 

  
Not all instructors use Skype but some like to use it to communicate with students one-on-

one or with small groups in order to do problem solving sessions (at a time convenient to 

everyone, not set in stone by the instructor).  We’ve also found that, as time goes on and  a 

given cohort spends more time together, little study groups develop organically and some of 

them use Skype to collaborate on work. 
  
Below is a link to our library service: 
  
Library services distance-learning 

 

http://academics.norwich.edu/library/services/distance-learning/


Exam formats 

 

Our quiz and exam formats and regulations vary from course to course per the Instructor’s 

preferences.   

  

Quizzes and exams are typically available in the online classroom for the entire week but 

the time and resources allowed may differ.   

  

Some instructors allow unlimited time and resources (i.e., open book/notes) while others 

specify strict limits on both.” Some of the courses have timed exams as part of the 

coursework. 

  

Typically the instructor will provide you with more information about the exams  

and what specific topics it will cover. 

 


